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dynamic
LA CLUSAZ

La Clusaz is a lively mountain village, the villagers,
children at the local school, village elders, local
artisans and farmers keep the village buzzing all
year round.
The unique alpine atmosphere in the village
is forged from the natural beauty of its
surroundings and the locals, known as «cluses»
are characterised by their open-mindedness,
full of creativity and just a little touch of foly!

KEY FIGURES

THE MOUNTAINS
OF THE FRENCH ALPS
WITHIN EASY REACH

Natural treasures - The Aravis Mountain Range
Number of coombes 12
Glacial lakes (Confins and Tardevant) 2
Aravis natural reserve 3 700ha

La Clusaz is just hours away from the big
European capitals, with the International
airports of Geneva and Lyon close by, and just
a few turns in the road from Annecy.
• 3h40 mins from Paris to Annecy
• 40mins from Annecy
• 50mins from Geneva International Airport

The village
Altitude 1 100m
Inhabitants 1 843
Number of beds 24 099
Hotels 22
5-star hotels 1
4-star hotels 3
Tourist residences 4

Summits
The highest peak «La Grande Balme» 2 616m
Pointe des Verres 2 616m
Le Trou de la mouche 2 499m
La Pointe de Tardevent 2 501m
Col de Balme 2 481m
Col des Aravis 1487m
Porte des Aravis 2400
Chamois over 600
Pointe des Verres 1

LA
CLUSAZ

welcome to
our home !
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slow life
IN LA CLUSAZ

ZEN ALL SUMMER !

Relax opposite stunning views over the summits
and take a dip to relax the muscles after a long,
rewarding hike… There’s nothing better than a
trip to the fun Aqua Park inbetween two active
days in the mountains. Indoor and outdoor pool
with sauna, hammam, jacuzzi.
espaceaquatique-laclusaz.com
From 4,50€

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

Indulge and relax in one of the many spas in
the resort with treatments using alpine plants
or share a massage for 2, or with your children,
indulge in balneotherapy and an abundance of
other experiences to help you let go in La Clusaz.
• Deep Nature Spa: for cosiness
• Spa Nuxe: for the experience
• Cristal Spa: for total luxury

OUR BEST KEPT SECRETS

CHALET LE BEAUREGARD

For a week of pampering

Classified 5-Star and entirely renovated last
year, the warm and family- friendly chalet is
the perfect place to enjoy a restful week with
friends or family. The chalet is a combination of
an independant chalet with the benefits of the
Hotel Beauregard located right beside. Enjoy a
delightful change of scene, just 5 minutes from
the centre of the village. groupe-pvg.fr

NEW - LA TABLE DE KARINE

Beside the pool, facing the mountains.
Delightful cuisine combining fresh local
products with the flavours of the south in
an exceptional setting. This year, as well as
a delicious menu, diners can extend their
lunch experience with access to the pool.
The menu includes a large choice of salads
and every weekend you can enjoy grilled
products from the barbecue on the terrace.

chalets-la-serraz.fr
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LA CLUSAZ YOGA FESTIVAL

Take some time out and try some wellness
workshops at the heart of the mountains.
The resort slows to a zen pace with
Masterclasses, lessons and workshops over
three days organised by co-organiser, Caroline
Favre and Elodie Lantelme as well as yoga
teachers. There are sessions in the Great
Outdoors, on paddle boards on the lake or
indoor sessions. Participants can follow at
their own pace, develop their skills or discover
new ones. Creations by artisans from the Yogi
Market will be available, so that everyone can
take a bit of zenitude home with them.

NEW: OPENING THURSDAY EVENING
108 sun salutations – free
FROM THURSDAY 7 TO SUNDAY 10 JULY 2022

laclusaz-yogafestival.com
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in the mountains
GET OUT AND ABOUT

hugo
guerret
PORTRAIT

In winter, Hugo Guerret is part of the ski patrol
and as the winter ends, he too changes with the
seasons and joins the bike patrol in the summer.
He is the guardian angel of the bike trails, his
most important mission is to maintain the tracks
in the resort with his 4 colleagues. As passionate
about bikes as he is of skis, as soon as the the
snow melts he is out and about, looking after
the trails, creating jumps and raised turns.
Hugo and his team are also responsible for the
security of the park with for example, wooden
ramps over passages that would be too slippy
and dangerous.

NEW - THE BÉLIER FOR BIKES

COME AND JOIN THE BIKING FUN ON 11
AND 12 JUNE!
There will be Crosscountry races including
e-bike challenges and untimed hikes, with
refreshments, great for those who wish to
compete for the first time.
5 races and 5 hikes: 9km and 51km circuits
lebelier-laclusaz.fr
NOT FORGETING,
THE TRADITIONNEL
BÉLIER TRAIL:
19 TO 21 AUGUST
36E EDITION
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125km of MTB tracks
1 bike park : 9 MTB tracks
11 circuits of wich 4 E-bike circuits
3 ski lifts
Price of an adult day pass 20 €

THE MTB DOMAIN
WITH A NAME FOR ITSELF

Enduro, Crosscountry, E-MTB, DH... all this is
possible in La Clusaz ! Enthusiasts will love
riding over 125km of marked trails all accessible
with the ski lifts and for all levels and disciplines.
There are even some tracks just for children.
A great way to discover the mountains.
This summer the bike patrol team in the resort
are preparing circuits that are easily accessible
for beginners but also areas exclusively for
more experienced riders.
From 9th July to 28th August, there are 4 ski lifts
open from 9.30am to 5.15pm and as well as
every weekend in June and September.

NEW
LE BALCON DES ARAVIS

A 200m² terrace at the top of the Crêt du
Loup chairlift with barbecues and charging
points for bikes and phones.
Through winter and summer, you can enjoy
the view over the Aravis range and the village
from the terrace, made from locally sourced
wood.

TAKE A BREAK AT
THE CHALET DE PACCALY

In the summer, Astrid Marty works at the Chalet
de Paccaly snack bar, where you can enjoy local
products served with alpine plants and flowers
such as wild oregano and thyme. You can reach
the chalet by MTB or on foot, an easy hike from
the Confins Chapelle or if you are up for more
of a challenge you can pass by the Tardevant
Lake or the Trou de la Mouche. The homemade
lemonade with lemon and wild mint is a big
favourite!

YVES POLLET-VILLARD VIA FERRATA

Via Ferrata, a mixture of mountaineering and
rock climbing that brings you 700m along a
steep rock face that is made more accessible
with rungs, ramps, walkways and cables. There
is a climbing site accessible from the route du
col des Aravis with 81 routes for all levels.

HEAD FOR ADVENTURE

The Mountain Guide Bureau will accompany
you as you head off on the tracks, climbing the
mountains and setting up your tent for the first
time. laclusaz@guides-des-aravis.com

THE PASS EXPERIENCE,
PERFECT FOR CHILDREN

Holidays are all about relaxing and having
proper time off ! The card gives unlimited
access to certain activities and reduced prices
on others, the Pass Expérience means that all
the family can fully enjoy the activities around
the resort at attractive prices which is a bonus
for parents looking for a total break!
passexperience.laclusaz.com
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village vibes
DISCOVER LOCAL LIFE

ONE FOOT IN THE PAST

Discover the rich, cultural heritage of the village.
Adjoining the museum, there is a former saw
mill, a communal oven and two traditional lofts
where visitors will learn all about the history
of the local area and the history of skiing,
showcased in a fun and participative way.
lehameaudesalpes.com

CONTEMPLATIVE HIKING

La vierge du Chatelard: around 700m from
the Col des Aravis. Park in the bend above the
Cross, around 700m from the Col des Aravis.
After a 1km climb and about 30mins you will
find a stunning statue of the Virgin at the foot of
the Porte des Aravis. It is a perfect spot to relax
and take in the natural sights around you with
Mont Blanc in the distance. If you are lucky you
may see a herd of chamois.
Educational trail: Find informative signs and
educational boards along the 20-minute trail
from the village to the hameau. The trail leads
you to a cool water hole and the former village
sawmill, with picnic tables.

NEW - CHAVE FM

PODCASTS BY LOCAL PEOPLE WHO HAVE
MARKED THE HISTORY OF LA CLUSAZ
Tune into Chave FM at anytime of the day
to hear podcasts 100% made in and from
La Clusaz. Travel through time as you listen
to stories from the history of the village and
about life today as told by the inhabitants,
athletes, local community leaders. It’s a great
way to take a little bit of La Clusaz home with
you.
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DELICIOUS LOCAL PRODUCTS

Get your boots on, your rucksack on your back
and off you go! On the way up Beauregard,
stop off at the Ferriaz Lake from where you
can enjoy a stunning view over the Aravis.
Then head over to Lorette’s Farm for a glimpse
of local life. For the perfect alpine picnic, don’t
forget to pack some tomme* blanche from the
Corbassières farm and a blueberry pastry: two
mouthwatering local specialities that everyone
will love.
* Tomme blanche is in fact a Reblochon that has
not yet been matured and is eaten just hours
after being made. It’s a delicious fresh cheese
that can be enjoyed with local charcuterie, a
green salad, a pinch of salt and a drizzle of olive
oil. You can also enjoy it with homemade wild
garlic pesto and a sprinkling of local seasonal
flowers.
SOUVENIRS TO TAKE HOME
Cheese bought direct from a local farm
or a liqueur from the distillerie des Aravis.
distilleriearavis.fr

event

FESTIVAL OF REBLOCHON AND LOCAL CRAFTS
SUNDAY 14 AUGUST
The day is packed with entertainment throughout the day
from traditional costumes in the morning to the speciality
meal in the evening. There is a parade through the village
with themed floats and herds of animals, the milking of
cows and goats, traditional folk dancing, the donkey derby,
baking of bread in the traditional communal ovens, living
scenes of traditional craftsmen and women, the descent
on an artificial ski slope on planks of wood, and last but
certainly not least the making of Reblochon in a gigantic
copper cauldron. The Fête du reblochon is an important
event that marks the immense pride the locals have of
their rich heritage, and is a great day out for all the family
and friends.
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as the
night falls

NEW - A STROLL BY THE LIGHT
OF THE MOON - 2ND JULY

As night falls, La Clusaz is filled with magical
moments both in winter and in summer. As
the day ends and the moon rises on the
«stroll by the light of the moon» event, the
stars in the night sky light up and a warm
light falls over the village! All the street
lights in the resort are switched off and for
one special summer evening, the village
and its natural surroundings are plunged
into a magical atmosphere, where the soft
warm, natural light from the moon and
the thousands of candles lead you round
the village, guided by the sounds, smells
and magical encounters with artists and
magicians along the way.

GUINGUETTE DES ALPES

A get-together in the village between 6pm
and 11pm at the bottom of the Bossonnet
ski lift. Local associations are in charge of
concoting a fun programme at the guingette
(a traditional, open-air café) with live music,
refreshments and a fun atmosphere on:
6th, 13th and 27th July, 10th and 17th August.
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LE CHAMP DES PLATINES

Musical culture is alive and kicking in the
mountains until September in La Clusaz!
Throughout the summer, Reblochon-scented
Radio Meuh prepares a laid-back, pastoral,
musical outing with a view over the summits.
Each month a different location is chosen with
care, where you can danse, snooze or enjoy
refreshments to the sounds of the Radio Meuh
DJs in the heart of Nature! Each location is a
secret until the week before the event and is
easily accesible, within a 30 minute walk.
25th June - 20th July - 24th August - 17th September

LOCAL COCKTAIL BY LA SCIERIE

For a funky cocktail at the heart of the village:
Le Chav’oyard
Ingrédients :
4cl of Ketel one vodka
2 cl of Lillet rosé
1 scoop of blueberry sorbet
5 cl of fresh pineapple juice
Crushed ice
la-scierie.com

indian
summer
OH SWEET !

WORKING AT THE HEIGHTS

Going back to work has never been so easy
The “Pèle coworking”, named after a local
word for a small room heated by a wood
burning stove, opened a few years ago. It is the
perfect solution for entrepreneurs, freelancers
and teleworkers with 20 work spaces open to
visitors and locals, complete with a secure WiFi,
a printer-scanner, meeting room and the allimportant unlimited tea and coffee! No more
excuses, the mountains will inspire you all year
round! lepelecoworking.com

A UNIQUE BACKDROP
ANNECY MOUNTAINS

Ideally located at the heart of a rich and varied
landscape, La Clusaz is part of the “Annecy
Mountains” project that groups together
5 neighbouring destinations (Annecy, Les
Sources du Lac, Le Grand-Bornand, Thônes et
Manigod). The area is located between lake and
mountains and encourages the development of
activities in relation to the rich local culture with
an emphasis on sustainable tourism.
annecymountains.com

WEEKEND OPENING
FOR THE SKILIFTS

The teams in La Clusaz are doing all they can
to make summer last longer and extend the
enjoyment of mountain culture. The ski lifts will
remain open until the end of September and
the majority of the shops will remain open until
the half-term break in autumn. The perfect
time to enjoy the stunning, changing colours in
La Clusaz. forfait.laclusaz.com

SMB FREESTYLE TOUR
2nd edition

Make your holidays last longer into September
with the FISE EXPERIENCE 24th and 25th
September .
This summer, the International Festival of
Extreme Sports (FISE) is launching a new tour
of freestyle sporting events in partnership with
the Savoie Mont Blanc agency. Over 5000
spectators and 90 participants are expected
for this last event of the season that showcases
Skateboard, Scooter and BMX Freestyle Park
competitions on the Champ Giguet.
www.newsroom.fise.fr
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